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SESSION:
CREATING HISTORY MYSTERIES
9.50AM – 10.35AM
The past is full of mysteries and adventures.
The spark for a story can come from
unexpected places – books, objects, even an
old photograph. Mark Greenwood is a history
hunter who loves blending history and story
to create his award-winning books. Delve into

CURRICULUM LINKS:
English: historical fiction, texts & context, creating literary
texts, point of view in text
History: questioning & research skills, communicating
historical texts

the past as Mark shows you how he draws
inspiration from the research he does and the
characters, places and events he encounters
along the way.

SESSION:
LITTLE JIANG
10.45AM – 11.30AM
Mei Ling Pang has always suspected that she
attracts misfortune, but when a zombie with
fangs starts following her around, she has no
doubt. Meet Little Jiang: summoned from his
grave by the villainous Dr Heckyll, and now
creating unwitting havoc in Mei’s home town.
Can Mei stop her new fanged friend and turn
her fortunes around? Author Shirley Marr and
illustrator Katy Jiang put a modern twist on

CURRICULUM LINKS:
English: visual language, creating literary texts
Visual art: Chinese Baimiao drawing
Themes: friendship, family, belonging, Chinese legends &
folklore
History: role of cultural groups to the local community,
migration, Ancient China
Cross-curricular priority: Asia and Australia’s engagement
with Asia
Geography: Australia’s neighbouring countries
Health: friendships, feelings

an ancient Chinese legend.

SESSION:
BELLA AND THE VOYAGING HOUSE
12.15PM – 1.00PM
Bella and her wandering house are back - and
set for new adventure! Bella’s house isn’t like
ordinary houses, it likes to stretch its legs and
sail across the ocean at night.When Bella has
an idea for a special gift for her grandfather’s
birthday, her house is more than happy to
help. But despite the best of intentions, things
don’t always go according to plan... Join author
Meg McKinlay for a magic new take on family
and home.

CURRICULUM LINKS:
English: Narrative writing, plot, imagination, figurative
language, features of literary texts
Science: earth & space science, star constellations

Mark Greenwood
Mark Greenwood is a history hunter. His award-winning books
include The Legend of Lasseter’s Reef and The Legend of
Moondyne Joe, both winners of the West Australian Premier’s
Book Award. Mark often teams with his wife, illustrator Frané
Lessac, to produce titles such as Midnight – the story of a light
horse, Ned Kelly & The Green Sash and Simpson and His
Donkey, a CBCA Honour Book and a USBBY Outstanding
International Book. Jandamarra, illustrated by Terry Denton,
was shortlisted for the CBCA Eve Pownall Award, the NSW
Premier’s Literary Awards Patricia Wrightson Prize for
Children’s Literature and the West Australian Young Readers’
Book Awards. Mark’s recent publications include the chapter
book series, History Mysteries and Moonwalkers with Terry
Denton. The Happiness Box, illustrated by Andrew McLean, was
a 2019 CBCA Honour book. Mark’s latest picture book is The
Book of Stone, illustrated by Coral Tulloch.

Moonwalkers
Penguin Random House
Dream astronaut dreams, and celebrate Australia's role in one
of humanity's greatest achievements, the moon landing of
1969. Moonwalkers is a joyous story of imagination and play –
the greatest bedtime story ever told.
When Apollo 11 blasts off for the moon, the whole world is
watching. On the other side of the planet, Billy, Mickey and
Buzz decide to be astronauts too.

www.markgreenwood.com.au | @markgreenwoodauthor
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KEY CURRICULUM AREAS
•
•
•
•
•

English: Literacy, critical and creative
thinking, personal and social capability
Sustainability: The Environment
Maths: Measurement, Distances
Science: Technology, Physics, Biological
Sciences; Geography, Geology, Living
things
Art: Visual Artworks and Design

REASONS FOR STUDYING THIS BOOK
•
•
•
•

To discuss new vocabulary and respond to
texts
To share feelings and thoughts about the
events and characters in texts and history.
To learn more about our relationships with
the universe around us.
To use the text as a springboard for cross
curricular teaching

THEMES
•
•
•

History – Space exploration, History of
science and technology
Relationships – family, imaginative play
Society – Change and development

PUBLICATION DETAILS

Moonwalkers
Mark Greenwood
and Terry Denton
PLOT SUMMARY
Dream astronaut dreams, and celebrate Australia's role
in one of humanity's greatest achievements –the moon
landing of 1969. Moonwalkers is a joyous story of
imagination and play.

ISBN: 9780143793557 (hardback)
These notes may be reproduced free of charge for
use and study within schools but they may not be
reproduced (either in whole or in part) and offered
for commercial sale.
Visit www.penguin.com.au/teachers for information
on other Penguin Random House Australia teachers’
resources and great books for the classroom, and to
sign up for our Teachers’ eNewsletter.
Copyright © Penguin Random House Australia 2018

When Apollo 11 blasts off for the Moon, the whole
world is watching. On the other side of the planet,
Billy, Mickey and Buzz decide to be astronauts too.
A warm, fun picture book about children living through
this momentous event, focussing on how important
imaginative play is in a child’s experience of the world
and current events.
On 20 July 2019, the world will celebrate the 50th
anniversary of the first time humans set foot on
another world. This significant event will be widely
publicised and will be a major feature in classroom
study. It has an important Australian connection – the
Parkes Observatory provided support for the Moon
mission when the US Observatories were out of range.
Will suit the classic early primary audience but can be
read to younger children or provide the basis for study
for older kids.

There’s so much more at penguin.com.au/teachers

Moonwalkers Mark Greenwood and Terry Denton
Brings the excitement of space exploration to a young
audience whose parents may not even have been born
when Neil Armstrong stepped onto the cratered
surface of the Moon.

ABOUT THE CREATORS
Mark Greenwood is a history hunter. He enjoys
searching for lost explorers and glittering treasure,
delving into mysteries and solving famous cold cases.
Most of all, he loves sharing the stories that he finds.
Mark's books include The History Mystery series,
Boomerang and Bat and Jandamarra with Terry Denton
and Simpson and his Donkey with Frane Lessac. His
award-winning books about Australia's history have
been published around the world.
Terry Denton has been creating children’s books for
over 30 years. He has worked with many of Australia's
top authors, written much-loved picture books and
junior fiction novels, won more than 40 children’schoice awards and been shortlisted many times in the
Children’s Book Council of Australia awards. His Felix
and Alexander won Picture Book of the Year in 1986.
His books include The Upside-down History of
Downunder with Alison Lloyd, The Worm Who Knew
Karate with Jill Lever, as well as the Gasp! books and
the animated TV series, and the world-famous Just!
books and Treehouse series with Andy Griffiths.

really a gorgeous story about imaginative play and
family fun that will make history come alive.
As well as a family of three kids and two parents
(‘Mission Control’), there is also a little dog and a cat to
be found around the house, and a monkey toy as well –
the animals that have been to space, of course! (Watch
out for the little mouse!)

KEY STUDY TOPICS
English
•

Read the writing on the back of the book (the
blurb). What do you expect the book will be
about? Do you have any questions? Are those
questions answered in the story?

•

How many characters are in this story? Do you
think things other than people can be
characters in a story? How? Can you think of
stories that have non-human or non-living
characters?
Find three words in the book that are new to
you. Try to work out what they mean from the
context (the way they are used and the words
and pictures that surround them).

•

•

For images and further info related to Moonwalkers
please see www.markgreenwood.com.au
•

Read the notes from the creators at the
end of the book. Has something important
happened in your childhood that you will
remember your whole life?
Activity: Create a book trailer for this book.

CREATORS’ INSPIRATION
Mark and Terry are both serious history buffs and have
worked together on the brilliant Jandamarra and
Boomerang and Bat. Individually they are responsible
for the History Mysteries series, and The Upside-down
History of Down Under, among many other history
offerings. But the Moon-landing is not history to them
– they remember the excitement and how inspirational
it was and want to share that with a new generation of
kids.
Moonwalkers celebrates the 50th anniversary of the
Apollo 11 Moonwalk, which has an important
Australian connection – the Parkes Observatory
provided support for the mission when the US
Observatories were out of range.
But this picture book is not just about facts (although
there is a quirky non-fiction section at the front and
back with all the Moon-landing info you’ll need to read
this to kids and support its reading in schools). This is

Science and Technology
•

Do you love space? Draw a picture of yourself
as a Moonwalker. Label the things you think
you would need to take to space with you.

•

Would you like to be an astronaut? Create
your own model or collage (out of clay or
paper or found objects) of one of the
spacecraft in the book. Break into groups and
talk about what your craft did on the Apollo 11
mission.

•

See if you can find the US and Australia on a
globe. The Earth is round and the Moon is in
orbit around it. Why do you think the US
needed an Australian telescope to send the
images around the world? Research
Australia’s role in the Moon landing and the
part played by the Parkes radio telescope.

The linked image cannot be displayed. The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

There’s so much more at penguin.com.au/teachers
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Moonwalkers Mark Greenwood and Terry Denton
•
•
•
•
•

Research what food the Apollo 11
astronauts ate.
How many other people have walked on the
moon since Apollo 11?
Why was it important to walk on the moon?
Research the history of the space race.
What did the moon rocks and the scientific
experiments the Apollo 11 astronauts
conducted tell us about the Moon and/or the
origins of the universe?

Storytelling
• Break into small groups and tell your classmates
about a time you have done a brave thing. What did
you do? Why was it brave and what did you feel
about it?
• Draw a comic of the Moon landing and Moonwalk
as if you and two of your friends were the
astronauts. What would your first words on the
Moon have been?
• Research the controversy regarding Neil
Armstrong’s famous ‘small step’ quote.
• Create a poster that illustrates three of your
favourite stages of the Apollo 11 mission. We know
what the astronauts said because it was recorded –
using speech bubbles show what you think the
astronauts might have felt at each stage.
• The Moonwalkers didn’t really know what they
would find on the Moon. They didn’t find any aliens
but they were tested for alien germs when they
returned to Earth. Do you believe in aliens? Draw a
picture of what you think aliens would look like and
tell a story about what it would be like to meet
‘your’ alien.
• Write a diary entry as if you were Neil Armstrong
after you were the first person to walk on the
Moon.

• Research the origins of moon myths such as: the
moon is made of green cheese, and people turn
into werewolves on a full moon.

• Do you play-act or imagine exciting adventures
with your friends or siblings? In groups of four,
roleplay a scene from the Apollo Mission as the
characters Mission Control, Aldrin, Armstrong and
Collins.
• What does the cover tell you about the tone and
content of the book?

The linked image cannot be displayed. The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.
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FURTHER READING FROM PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE AUSTRALIA

Leo the Littlest Seahorse
In the warm waters of the coral
reef, one hundred and one baby
seahorses are born. Their world is
full of surprises, and there is so
much to learn – especially for Leo,
the littlest seahorse of them
all. But when danger strikes, it's
Leo who surprises everyone with a
special discovery of his own.
From two of Australia's best-loved
picture-book creators comes this
delightful story of small creatures
on a big adventure.

Blast Off!

Eye to Eye

Are you ready to explore? 5, 4, 3,
2, 1 . . .

A child, brave and curious about
the world, flies high over the
mountains, goes out on a limb
and dives into the deep. From
here, he can see eye to eye with
majestic and curious creatures,
from the miniature to the
enormous, the everyday to the
fantastic.

Rocket through the solar system
in this funny, fact-filled whirl
around the planets. Join two
junior astronauts as they discover
what makes each planet unique
and what might happen if you
were to get too close. 'You
couldn't land on Mercury - the
heat would burn your bum!'
Written in rollicking verse and
beautifully illustrated, Blast Off! is
an enticing mix of narrative and
information. The story is perfectly
pitched for preschool and early
primary school children who are
brimming with curiosity about the
world around them, while bonus
fact pages add a little extra depth
for children (and adults) who want
to know more.

From one of Australia's favourite
picture book creators comes a
remarkable look at the connection
between the animals that inhabit
our Earth – even the human ones.
Eye to Eye will give you an
amazing new perspective on the
world!

The linked image cannot be displayed. The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.
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Shirley Marr

Credit: Jessica Wyld

Shirley Marr is a first-generation Chinese-Australian living in
Perth and an author of young adult and children’s fiction,
including YA novels Fury and Preloved, and children’s novels
Little Jiang and A Glasshouse of Stars. She describes herself as
having a Western mind and an Eastern heart. She likes to write
in the space in the middle where they both collide, basing her
stories on her own personal experiences of migration and
growing up in Australia, along with the folk and fairy tales from
her mother. Arriving in mainland Australia from Christmas
Island as a seven-year-old in the 1980s and experiencing the
good, the bad and the wonder that comes with culture shock,
Shirley has been in love with reading and writing from that
early age. Shirley is a universe full of stars and stories and
hopes to share the many other novels that she has inside her.

Little Jiang
Fremantle Press
Mei Ling Pang was born at an inauspicious time on an
inauspicious day, so wherever she goes, misfortune seems to
follow. When a mega-mortuary is built beside her parents’
restaurant and her neighbours become chi sucking, drooling
versions of their former selves, loner Mei isn’t as surprised as
you might think.
Then Little Jiang hops out of his grave and into Mei’s life,
strange clothes, greenish skin, fangs and all. At first, Mei
believes her luck is going from bad to worse. But in her efforts
to save Little Jiang from a Bagua Master and his deadly laser
gun, the police and the entire town of Honeywood, Mei might
just make her own future brighter.

www.shirleymarr.net | @ shirleyonmarrs

Katy Jiang
Katy Jiang, also known as Hong Jiang (江泓), was born, raised
and educated in Shanghai, China. From a young age, Katy
learned traditional Chinese ink painting. Later, she studied
Western painting directed by Chinese artist, illustrator and art
educator Chen Youqun. She excelled at still-life drawing,
figure painting, Chinese ink painting and Chinese
Baimiao drawing. Katy also has a bachelor's degree in
interior design, but after she immigrated to Australia in
2006, she quit design and returned to art and illustration.
Katy lives in Fremantle, Western Australia, with her husband
and two boys. Since she joined the SCBWI West in 2017, she
has contributed her artistic talent and knowledge to create
children’s picture books.

Little Jiang
Fremantle Press
Mei Ling Pang was born at an inauspicious time on an
inauspicious day, so wherever she goes, misfortune seems to
follow. When a mega-mortuary is built beside her parents’
restaurant and her neighbours become chi sucking, drooling
versions of their former selves, loner Mei isn’t as surprised as
you might think.
Then Little Jiang hops out of his grave and into Mei’s life,
strange clothes, greenish skin, fangs and all. At first, Mei
believes her luck is going from bad to worse. But in her efforts
to save Little Jiang from a Bagua Master and his deadly laser
gun, the police and the entire town of Honeywood, Mei might
just make her own future brighter.

www.katyjiangart.com | @katyjiangart

LITTLE JIANG
SHIRLEY MARR
ILLUSTRATED BY KATY JIANG

ISBN (PB): 9781925816471
YEAR LEVEL: Y3–6
CROSS-CURRICULUM PRIORITY: Asia and Australia’s
engagement with Asia

ABOUT THE BOOK
Mei Ling Pang was born at an inauspicious time on an inauspicious day,
so wherever she goes, misfortune follows. When Little Jiang hops out of
his grave and into Mei’s life, fangs and all, her luck goes from bad to
worse. But in trying to help Little Jiang, Mei might just make her own
future brighter.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Shirley Marr (馬雪莉) is a first-generation Chinese-Australian. While
working on a very dry accounting PhD she realised she’d much rather be
writing stories instead. She is still a bespectacled accountant by day, but
is now a masked writer by night. Shirley describes herself as having a
Western mind and an Eastern heart. She takes milk and sugar with her
tea much to the dismay of her oolong-drinking friends and eats chicken
feet much to the disgust of her Aussie friends. She is the only person she
knows who has ever been kicked out of a bookstore for disruptive
behaviour.

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR
Katy Jiang, also known as Hong Jiang (江泓), was born, raised and
educated in Shanghai, China. From a young age, Katy learned traditional
Chinese ink painting. Later, she studied Western painting directed by
Chinese artist, illustrator and art educator Chen Youqun. She excelled at
still-life drawing, figure painting, Chinese ink painting and Chinese
Baimiao drawing. Katy also has a bachelor’s degree in interior design, but
after she immigrated to Australia in 2006, she quit design and returned to
art and illustration. Katy lives in Fremantle, Western Australia, with her
husband and two boys.

THEMES
•
•
•
•
•

Friendship
Family
Belonging
Chinese legends and folklore
Supernatural fiction

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM OUTCOMES
Y3–6 English
Y3–6 Art

USEFUL WEBSITES
•
•

Author’s website: https://www.shirleymarr.net
Illustrator’s website: https://katyjiangart.com

TEACHING NOTES: LITTLE JIANG
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CLASSROOM IDEAS
Discussion questions
1. What does inauspicious (p. 5) mean? What does superstitious (p. 13) mean? What are some
examples of being superstitious?
2. What does the word ‘supernatural’ mean? What are the characteristics of the ‘supernatural fiction’
genre? Have you read any other books or watched films in this genre?
3. What adjectives would you use to describe the character of Mei?
4. Are there any ‘baddie’ characters in the book? How do they change by the end of the book? What
makes them change?
5. Consider Jimmy Sweet’s behaviour towards Mei and Jiang at school (pp. 44–45).
a. How does it make Mei feel? Why are Jimmy’s words hurtful?
b. Why does Mei feel disappointed in Sunny Kim and Arthur De Castro (p. 45)?
c. Does Mei decide to accept Jimmy’s apology (p. 191)? What about Sunny and Arthur’s (p. 274)?
Why do you think she does this?
6. Ms Zenadoo had taught the class about respecting people of all cultures, religions and nationalities,
and the class was made up of children from different backgrounds. (p. 41) What does ‘respect’ mean?
What actions show respect?
7. What is the role of humour in this book? Were there any parts you found especially funny?
8. Who is your favourite character in the book and why?
9. What does the word ‘folklore’ mean?
10. What aspects of traditional Chinese culture are represented in the book? Make a list, using headings
such as ‘Food’ (e.g. congee, Kung Pow chicken, glutinous rice ball, red tortoise cake), ‘Objects’ (e.g.
bagua symbol above door, Chinese New Year lanterns, changshan robe), ‘Folklore’ (e.g. Jiangshi,
Ox-Head and Horse-Face, Moon Maiden).
11. What is the Hungry Ghost Festival? When, where, why and how is it celebrated?
12. In the book we see many expressions that contain the word ‘heart’, e.g. being heartless (p. 22), a girl
with a big heart (p. 80), with all my heart (p. 87), wholehearted support (p. 90), a kind-hearted person
(p. 91), Mei’s heart sank (p. 164), shook his hand heartily (p. 174). What other phrases or expressions
with the word ‘heart’ can you think of? List as many as possible! (Tip: some dictionaries, such as the
Macquarie Dictionary, list these under ‘heart’.)
13. How would you describe Katy Jiang’s illustration style in Little Jiang?
14. Which is your favourite illustration in the book and why?
Creative writing
1. Write the next chapter of Little Jiang. What happens next?
2. Make up another type of potion that might be found in Big Bao’s Book of the Dead (like Insta-Jiang
and Insta-Stop). Name it ‘Insta-_______’ and decide what its magical powers will be. Now write a
short story around the use of this potion!
3. Write a completely new short story that centres on the adventures of the Peony Princess in
Ghostland.
Art
1. Illustrator Katy Jiang has practised Chinese ink painting (also known as Chinese brush painting).
Research this art form and view some paintings in this tradition. Use your research to create an
artwork of your own in the Chinese ink painting style. Make sure your subject choice is suitable, too –
for example, a natural landscape. Use Chinese brushes and ink if the school is able to provide these,
or otherwise use paintbrushes and black watercolour.
2. Illustrator Katy Jiang has also practised Chinese Baimiao drawing. Research this art form and view
some paintings in this tradition. Use your research to create an artwork of your own in the Chinese
Baimiao tradition.

TEACHING NOTES: LITTLE JIANG
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INTERVIEW WITH THE AUTHOR
Where did you get the idea for your book Little Jiang?
My mother used to tell me all sorts of stories about ghosts and monsters when I was little! The one about the
hopping vampires was my favourite. Not only were they scary, but the idea that they could only hop to get to
you was also really funny. Me and my sister used to have breath-holding contests to see who would best
survive a jiangshi invasion. I knew that one day I would have to write my own take on this legend.
How did you decide to incorporate traditional Chinese legends, such as Ox-Head and Horse-Face, into
this story?
There is a special theme park in Singapore called Haw Par Villa. When you are naughty, your parents will
take you there and through the ten realms of the underworld. Each realm has colourful statues showing what
punishments befall you if you do bad things like lie or steal. It’s like Disneyland … if Disneyland was super
scary. The image of the Ox-Head and Horse-Face statue standing at the entrance of the theme park is forever
seared into my mind. In time I lost my fear of Haw Par Villa and I saw the humour in those characters. I mean,
they have human bodies and animal heads. I knew they would just be really awesome and funny in my book.
Who was your favourite character to write and why?
I liked writing Dr Heckyll the best because bad guys are the most fun! I liked making him do really bad things,
then realise the error of his ways and try to make things right in the end. That is very human and relatable to
me. Plus I liked making him do funny things like shampoo the top of his scalp even though he has no hair.
What was the process of working with illustrator Katy Jiang like?
Working with Katy was so much fun! At first I was worried how anyone could understand all the strange
imaginings in my mind, but as soon as Katy showed me her draft pencil drawings, it was like watching my
world come to life! She also put her own spin on things, which made everything even more unique. My
favourite drawing is the one of the fox doing the big kung-fu kick. It was Katy’s idea to put her in a karate outfit
and I really loved that.
What do you hope readers will take away from your book?
I hope that they become really interested in Chinese mythology and folklore as there is so much to explore! I
also hope that they take away the idea that sharing stories and artwork with people from different
backgrounds and cultures can be such a worthwhile and enriching experience. That we have so much to learn
and gain from each other.

TEACHING NOTES: LITTLE JIANG
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Meg McKinlay
Meg McKinlay is a children’s writer and poet whose work
ranges from picture books through to young adult fiction.
Her publications include the Prime Minister's Literary Award
winning A Single Stone, and CBCA-shortlisted No Bears and
Duck for a Day, among many others. Meg grew up in central
Victoria, and spent her childhood roaming through the bush,
striking it rich at least once a week on a vein of fool’s gold.
Raised in a TV-free household, she was a bookish kid, in love
with words, excited by dictionaries and spelling bees. These
days she lives near the ocean in Fremantle and spends her
days writing, reading and rambling. She is always busy
cooking up more books.

How To Make A Bird
Walker Books Australia
From award-winning author Meg McKinlay and celebrated
artist Matt Ottley comes a moving and visually stunning
picture book that celebrates the transformative power of
the creative process from inception through recognition to
celebration and releasing into the world. We shadow the
protagonist as she contemplates the blue print of an idea,
collects the things that inspire from the natural world to
shape a bird. And breathes life into it before letting it fly
free. It shows how small things, combined with a little
imagination and a steady heart, can transform into works of
magic.

www.megmckinlay.com | @megmckinlayauthor

@scribblersfest | #scribblersfest

scribblersfestival.com.au
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